This paper explores the possible role of named entities extracted from text in subtitles in automatic indexing of TV programs. This is done by analyzing entity types, name density and name frequencies in subtitles and metadata records from different genres of TV programs. The name density in metadata records is much higher than the name density in subtitles, and named entities with high frequencies in the subtitles are more likely to be mentioned in the metadata records. Further analysis of the metadata records indicates an increase in use of named entities in metadata in accordance with the frequency the entities have in the subtitles. The most substantial difference was between a frequency of one or two, where the named entities with a frequency of two in the subtitles were twice as likely to be present in the metadata records. Personal names, geographical names and names of organizations were the most prominent entity types in both the news subtitles and news metadata, while persons, creative works and locations are the most prominent in culture programs. It is not possible to extract all the named entities in the manually created metadata records by applying named entity recognition to the subtitles for the same programs, but it is possible to find a large subset of named entities for some categories in certain genres. The results reported in this paper show that subtitles are a good source for personal names for all the genres covered in our study, and for creative works in literature programs. In total, it was possible to find 38% of the named entities in metadata records for news programs, 32% for literature programs, while 21% of the named entities in metadata records for talk shows were also present in the subtitles for the programs.
Introduction
Advances in information technology and web access over the past decade have triggered several digitization efforts by libraries, archives and other cultural heritage institutions. Consequently, an increasing number of cultural expressions such as books, manuscripts, music, digital archaeological objects, television and radio broadcasts has become available to a broader public. However, because of low metadata quality, finding them can be difficult. Semantic Web technology, in particular natural language processing (NLP) [1] and linked data [2] , is often seen as one potential solution to this problem [3] . Exploring new applications of well-known methods from library and information science is another potential solution. The purpose of this paper is to bring the B Anne-Stine Ruud Husevåg annesh@oslomet.no 1 Oslo Metropolitan University, Oslo, Norway two together in order to better assist users in their search for information, knowledge and entertainment.
Background and definitions
Cultural expressions are often connected to places, persons, things or events in different ways. It is likely that different cultural institutions have information about the same place, event, person or other entity, but these connections are not visible to users and researchers today. Using linked data to interlink these entities and their connections will make it easier to connect pieces of information, and publishing data from cultural heritage institutions as linked data is one way to enhance metadata quality in this field [4, 5] . Most of the digitized cultural expressions are encoded in natural language meant to be read by humans, but methods from NLP allow us to extract machine-readable structures from unstructured texts, from which it is possible to retrieve entities and link these entities together.
The term "named entity" (NE) is often used as a generic term for entities referred to by a proper noun, spelled with an initial capital letter. The term is generally considered to have originated at the Sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) held in 1995 [6] . There is a lack of agreement on a firm definition of what a NE is, and definitions are often created to meet the needs of specific projects or campaigns for named entity recognition (NER). NER is a subtask of information extraction that seeks to locate and classify single words or multi-word expressions of NEs in text into pre-defined entity types such as the names of persons, organizations and locations. Earlier research on NER on Norwegian texts [7] [8] [9] [10] uses the entity types person, organization, location, work, event and miscellaneous. The entity type work is used for all kinds of creative works and cultural expressions, like books, movies, TV programs, paintings and songs.
The word indexing is used to describe both the process that (1) facilitates the retrieval of one or more documents in a collection of documents (document retrieval), and (2) facilitates the retrieval of relevant information within a document (entity retrieval), mostly known as back-of-the-book indexing. Klement [11] refers to these processes as open-system and closed-system indexing, respectively. A book is a closed system that contains a beginning and an end, and many nonfiction books use indexes in the back of the book to help the reader find information relevant to their need in a more efficient way than to read the whole book. The terms used in this kind of index would be different from the keywords used to describe one book in a large collection of books, but both processes are referred to as indexing.
The difference between open-system and closed-system indexing of books can be compared to the difference between indexing a TV program in a collection of TV programs, and indexing segments of a TV broadcast. In information retrieval, we usually focus on finding relevant documents in a collection. This is still important in a TV archive, but for some information needs, it would be useful to be able to find parts of a broadcast, such as an interview with a particular person. To distinguish between salient and non-salient NEs would improve the quality of both open-system and closedsystem indexing.
In this paper, salience is used as a term indicating importance in a more specific manner than the term relevance. Traditionally, relevance in information retrieval has been considered as a measure of the match between a text and a query, regardless of the properties of the user. This view is now one of many views on relevance, as researchers from the information science field have recognized the dynamic and complex nature of relevance. The current study does not consider specific users and their needs, and the goal is not to identify all NEs that might be perceived as relevant to any given user at any given time. The word salient has been chosen to describe those NEs that are fundamental or central to the nature of the program they appear in. The identification of salient entities enables advanced entity search and retrieval, and allows users to perform more sophisticated searches than will be possible if we treat all the words in a full-text document the same. More knowledge about characteristics of entities that indexers have perceived as salient can enable systems to identify the most salient entities in texts of different genres and thus enhance precision in retrieval.
Knowledge gaps in existing research
The majority of research on named entity recognition, entity linking and entity search has been conducted on news articles and web pages [6, 12] . The primary aim of the present research is to explore how named entities can be used to describe the content of TV programs about culture. Existing research literature reveals little information about characteristics of NEs found in culture programs compared to the characteristics of NEs found in news. Different characteristics could mean that different features should be used to select and extract NEs as content descriptors for this genre. While there is no readily available system for Norwegian named entity recognition, NER is a large research field in the NLP community. The aim of this research is not to suggest methods for NER, but to expand the knowledge of NEs found in two little explored subsets: the Norwegian language and the genre of cultural TV programs.
Contribution
The study reported here is a part of a PhD project that seeks to examine the role of named entities in the process of indexing and abstracting of different kinds of material. Indexing content is an integral part of any collection of material, and is vital to the information retrieval process. The Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) is working on making old TV material available to the public, and they are continuously uploading the resulting content, providing broader access to our audiovisual heritage. These developments have heightened the need for more effective indexing and retrieval techniques. It may take a cataloguer up to three times the duration of a TV program to manually annotate keywords, depending on the genre [13] . There is an urgent need to find ways to simplify the complex process of indexing multimedia material, and this paper contributes by appraising a possible foundation and background knowledge for automatic indexing of visually encoded information. The paper presents the findings of an exploratory study of the potential usefulness of indexing based on NER in subtitles (closed captions) in TV programs from the NRK archive. Automatic processing of text from subtitles is a relatively simple process, and therefore has a huge potential in terms of future implementation and actual use. The subtitles are linked to the timeframe of the broadcast, so it is possible to use words from the subtitles as locators to where in the broadcast a given word was uttered. This enables the subtitles to act as a source for entity retrieval.
The research described in this paper compares text in subtitles to manually created metadata records, focusing on named entities used in the different kinds of texts. The author presupposes that NEs used for manual indexing of a TV program are more salient as content descriptors than NEs not included in the metadata records, despite their presence in the subtitles for the program. Manually created metadata records are used as a guideline for which NEs that should be included in an automatic indexing process. Further, the paper analyzes some of the differences between NEs from subtitles that have been included in metadata records and those that have not been included.
The aim of this research project is to explore ways to identify NEs that are salient as content descriptors and improve methods for automatic indexing by analyzing characteristics of named entities chosen in a manual indexing process.
Related work
This paper seeks to explore how NER can be used to improve indexing of broadcast material. To get a comprehensive understanding of the task at hand, it is essential to collect information from other related fields of study. This section will begin with summarizing user studies from film and broadcasting archives, continue with the role of NEs in book indexing and give an overview of relevant NER research. The section finishes with contributions from Semantic Web research where new technologies have been applied to multimedia archives.
User studies
Several studies have analyzed user requests to film and broadcasting archives. The archives discussed in this section are somewhat similar to the NRK archive, both in size and content.
A case study carried out at the Deutsches Filminstitut (DIF) in 2000, examined how and what users requested from a comprehensive multimedia collection. In the 275 e-mails covered, there were 695 specific requests and 451 of them were regarding NEs. This study revealed that many of the requests entailed information regarding attributes of films that had not been indexed, and that further development of indexing procedures was needed in order to increase information retrieval efficiency [14] .
Enser and Sandom [15] analyzed a sample of 1270 requests from 11 British film archives. They found that there were a large number of requested NEs. The footage requests included 1143 named people, events, places or times [15, p. 210] . Such information was not systematically recorded in the catalogues.
Huurnink et al. [16] report on a study of transaction logs from an audiovisual broadcast archive in The Netherlands. They found that queries predominantly consist of (parts of) broadcast titles and of proper names.
The use of smartphones has in recent years affected how people watch TV. This has led to the development of apps that provide additional information and services to users while they watch TV programs, often referred to as second-screen apps. Subtitles bear great potential for extracting relevant information to second-screen apps, as shown in [17] [18] [19] [20] . The work by Redondoio Garcia et al. [18] is especially relevant in the context of this paper, as they have performed named entity recognition on subtitles for news broadcasts and expanded them with structured data from DBpedia to generate context aware metadata for a TV news show. In a survey about television viewing habit and the use of second screens, Nandakumar and Murray [21] found that about 27% of TV show-related searches is about the characters and their relations, 23% about the plot, 16% about location/events, 14% about trivia, 9% about products and 11% about other.
Indexing named entities
Most of the literature on indexing named entities has tended to focus on how to write the names: choice of name forms; disambiguation and sources for authorizing names; and the form of entries containing names. In this paper, the most important aspect of name indexing is how to determine whether a name is important enough to be included in the text that acts as a representation for a broadcast.
There is disagreement among experienced book indexers whether every name in a text should be included in the index (e.g., [22] ) or not (e.g., [23] ). Smith [22] assumes that authors include names in a text for a reason, while Zafran [23] stresses that indexers should not pick up proper names indiscriminately without considering why the author included them, and warns against this kind of use of proper names for indexing. Different types of names are treated differently in book indexing. Smith points out that personal names are especially important because book indexes provide professional and cultural recognition of people. This is also true for the NRK archive because NRK is a government-owned radio and television public broadcasting company and their content is an important part of Norwegian cultural heritage. Professional indexer Noeline Bridge claims that place names are often mentioned in passing or with very little information, especially in autobiographies and biographies. She finds it unnecessary to provide entries for such place names unless more information is provided later in the book [24] .
There is wider agreement on reasons to omit names in an index. Examples are names used as examples, stagesetting, time markers, attention-getting devices, comparisons and analogies [22, 23] .
In their index quality study, Bishop, Liddy and Settel [25, 26] report on a descriptive, explorative study of back-of-thebook indexes. A large proportion of books (42% of those that had an index) in their study contained indexes that consisted only of proper nouns, i.e., NEs. Bishop et al. found that the percentage of proper names in the indexes they examined were 60% in humanities, 69% in fine arts, 50% in social sciences and 30% in science and technology. The authors point out that there might be differences among specific disciplines; not all humanity books are alike [25] . Similar findings have been reported by Zafran, who found that most of the index entries in art books consists of personal names and titles [27] .
Named entity recognition (NER)
There has been considerable work in NER, typically organized in campaigns such as MUC, 1 CoNLL 2 and ACE, 3 with high levels of performance, measured in precision and recall. On the named entity task at MUC-6, the majority of sites had recall and precision over 90%; the highest-scoring system had a recall of 96% and a precision of 97%. This was done on texts from the Wall Street Journal [28] .
There is currently no publicly available NER system for processing Norwegian text. The major research in this area was carried out at the University of Oslo within The Nomen Nescio Named Entity Recognition project between 2001 and 2003 [7] . They defined NEs to be "entities that have an initial capital letter both when they do and do not occur in the initial position of a period" [9, p. 34] . In 2015, Johansen at the University of Bergen conducted research showing that it is possible to accurately find NEs in Norwegian text by focusing only on demarcating names. He did not identify entity types [29] .
In the last 25 years, NER has been a popular research topic. The majority of research has been conducted on news articles and web pages [6, 12] , but specialized systems have been developed for short, informal texts like tweets [30] , and different domains like biomedicine [31] . Specialized systems are necessary when the texts are substantially different from the news-wire genre. Researchers seem to disagree on whether methods based on frequency counts would find the most important entities or not [12, [32] [33] [34] , something that might vary in different genres.
1 Message Understanding Conference. 2 Conference on Natural Language Learning. 3 Automatic Content Extraction. [35] [36] [37] [38] . Boer et al. [39] report on the evaluation of automatic labeling of Dutch Radio and TV broadcasts, based on NER in subtitles. On average, they reached an accuracy level of 0.75. They found that the accuracy for names was the highest and accuracy for topics the lowest. The best scoring programs were a sports program and a news program, as well as "magazine"-like programs with reports and interviews on current events. For these programs, the accuracy was above 0.73. They reached sufficiently high precision as to not disturb the archival quality requirements, but recall was low, as professional archivists used labels that were not found by the automatic approach.
Semantic Web technology and multimedia indexing

Data
This research is a part of the TORCH project (Transforming the Organization and Retrieval of Cultural Heritage) [40] . The objective of this project is research and development on issues related to automatic construction and structuring of metadata to improve access to digitized cultural expressions. The project group has gained access to Norwegian subtitles from 11,048 TV shows in different genres, and 780,278 metadata records from both TV and radio, from NRK. The subtitles are from recent years, while the metadata records cover a time period from 1990, when the system was implemented, to 2013 when the data were exported. The metadata records contain an unstructured description field named content, into which indexers working at NRK have written an abstract containing all relevant search terms.
Valuable entities, such as the names of people, places and events, are hidden within the ambiguity of these natural language descriptions. From this big data set, we have manually annotated subtitles and matching metadata records from 34 literature programs, 18 talk shows and 8 news programs. This resulted in 6272 NEs from subtitles and 3573 NEs from metadata. Several criteria were applied to select the programs. The first criterion was genre. We wanted to analyze different culture programs and compare them to typical news programs. We then had to make sure that both the subtitles and metadata files were complete. In this process, we discovered that some programs only had subtitles for foreign language segments, so we had to choose programs that included subtitles for the whole program. Because different program series often have a unique tone and style, we wanted to include programs from different talk show hosts and cultural programs. We examined records from programs about movies and music as well, but found that the files from the literature programs were the most complete and diverse, and would serve as the best example for the genre. There is no readily available NER system for Norwegian, and because we wanted to avoid all the possible sources of error in a new system, we performed our analysis on manually annotated NEs. The research discussed in this paper assumes a functional NER system for Norwegian text.
Method
In the TORCH project, we chose to develop our own annotation tool to allow annotations on specific levels adapted to our projects. In order to be able to compare our results to the results of earlier research on Norwegian NER, we have chosen to use the same top categories and followed the annotation guidelines outlined in [9] . The NER community in Norway is very small, and using the same categories and guidelines as Nøklestad, Jónsdottir and Haaland [8] [9] [10] enables us to see common features over different data sets and draw conclusions about Norwegian texts with higher certainty. Persons, organizations and locations are the most common categories used in NER research, and these have proven to be very functional for NER on news. To explore if other categories are more important for different genres, both we and the other Norwegian NER researchers decided to use six top categories: person, organization, location, creative work, event and other. In TORCH, we also included subclasses to person and creative work. In this paper, the subcategory fictional character is separated from person when the author found it relevant to show the difference. The TORCH project and annotating tools are discussed in detail in [40, 41] .
Manual annotation requires considerable time and effort, and annotation has been done on a carefully selected subset of the data where we had complete files of good quality for both subtitles and metadata. We wanted to explore the possibilities in linking representations of cultural expressions from different cultural institutions. Therefore, we chose to annotate two different types of programs about literature, and two different kinds of talk shows that consist of in-depth interviews with artists, politicians, writers and other celebrities, often discussing a newly released book, movie or album. The selection of programs used in this paper is not statistically representative. The programs were chosen for their characteristics as typical for their genre, and because they contain mentions of entities that are useful to connect with other collections in a linked data network. These programs are examples of programs from the cultural heritage domain, and this paper compares them to programs that have a typical news structure with various news stories about current affairs.
The possibility of entity linking has great value from a library and information science point of view. The Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation is a cultural heritage institution that has collected archive material of different genres since 1933. There exists a great body of knowledge on NER on news texts, but notably less so on art and culture, and few NER projects have a category for creative works like titles for books and movies. These entities are not common in news text, but they are important for cultural heritage institutions and collections. Recognizing and linking salient NEs could help utilize parts of the collection that are practically hidden for users today because of inadequate indexing and search possibilities.
We have measured the inter-annotator agreement to evaluate the quality of the manual annotation conducted by members of the TORCH research group. Four metadata records consisting of 274 annotations, and five subtitle texts consisting of 459 annotations were randomly selected from the corpora and annotated by two annotators. The rest of the corpora is only annotated once, by the author of this paper or one other member from the TORCH project. When we measured the inter-annotator agreement, the overall average F-measure was 0.90 for the metadata and 0.96 for the subtitles. In the literature about inter-coder agreement for computational linguistics, most researchers agree that values above 0.80 are necessary to ensure an annotation of reasonable quality [42, 43] . Perfect agreement among annotators is very rare because of different domain expertise, personal biases or mistakes due to slips of attention or misinterpretations. In our data set, the agreement was very high for the main categories, but we sometimes disagreed on subtypes of the category creative works due to the lack of contextual information in the data material.
Results and discussion
The lack of good methods for automatic indexing is an issue that has grown in importance due to recent digitalizing efforts. Computers use statistics to compensate for the lack of human language interpretation, and the aim for this paper is to try to identify some statistical patterns in the way named entities occur both in natural language and in manually prepared summaries. The results presented in this section represent one way of examining the descriptive value of named entities in different genres, in an attempt to translate human assessments to numbers.
The first part of this section deals with the occurrence of named entities in text, and it then continues by comparing occurrences of named entities in subtitles with named entities chosen by indexers to describe content. The last part of the results section is concerned with frequency as an indicator for salience.
Entity types in different genres
To evaluate the perceived salience of NEs, this paper has analyzed and compared the percentage of NEs in different types of text. To determine whether NEs found in culture programs have different characteristics than NEs in news, entity types and name frequencies from text in different genres have been analyzed.
The two charts below illustrate the breakdown of the different types of named entities in subtitles and metadata.
These numbers suggest that different genres have a different distribution of entity types. Personal names, locations and organizations are not surprisingly the most important categories in news. The event category is rarely used, neither in this data set nor in other research on Norwegian NER [8] . A closer examination of the texts shows that events often are mentioned in the form "[common noun] at [location]". The findings of this study are consistent with those of Nøklestad, [8] who found that names of persons, locations and organizations are the most prominent NEs in Norwegian texts from newspapers, magazines and fiction. He also found that organizations have more mentions in newspapers (29%) than in magazine articles (10%) and fiction (2.5%). The vast majority of NEs in Norwegian works of fiction were personal names, constituting 77%. Nøklestad and the current study have produced results which corroborate the basic assumptions in a great deal of the previous work in named entity recognition, namely that persons, locations and organizations are the important NEs in news. Personal names and locations are the most important categories in culture programs as well, but we see a shift toward focusing more on individual people and less on actual locations where events have occurred. Similar to locations, organizations are less prominent in cultural programs. As a whole, the creative works category has a similar level of occurrence as the organizations category, but while organizations are more prominent in news than in literature programs, the numbers are almost opposite for creative works, which are almost absent in news and prominent in literature programs. With regard to the number of named entities from different categories, the program genre talk show is positioned between news and literature programs for all the mentioned categories.
The NEs in metadata records for the same programs have a slightly more polarized distribution, as we see in Fig. 2 .
Compared to Fig. 1 , the relative order of the entity types in Fig. 2 is nearly equal. Personal names make up an even larger percentage of the whole in the metadata, and locations are less frequently mentioned. One of the limitations of the 
Density of named entities (NE)
In Figs. 1 and 2 , NEs that consist of several words are counted as one NE, e.g., "Barack Obama" is counted as one. Every mention of a NE is counted. To measure the density of NEs in the different texts, all the words in compound NEs are counted as separate words. For the subtitles, news and literature have a NE density of 5% and talk shows have a NE density of 3%. The subtitles of different programs in the same genre show little variations in terms of name density. For the metadata records, news has an average of 21% NEs, literature programs have 25% NEs, and talk shows have 39% NEs. The data set shows large differences from program to program in all genres. The standard deviation is 13 for news and talk shows and 8.76 for the literature programs. However, despite this large variation, it is evident that the name density is substantially higher in the metadata records than in the subtitles for all programs analyzed. Numbers from Nøklestad [8] on Norwegian text show a NE density of 6% for news articles, 4% for magazine articles and 2% for fiction. English news texts have a higher density of NEs. Coates-Stephens found that NEs amounted to 11.7% of the tokens in 30 news stories from English papers [44, p. 171]. Goldstein et al. found that NEs represented 16.3% of the words in summaries, compared to 11.4% of the words in non-summary sentences. Seventyone percentage of summaries had a greater NE density than the non-summary sentences [45, p. 124] . Earlier research on Norwegian text from newspapers shows a similar density of NEs as the findings reported in this paper. Earlier research on English summaries shows that NEs make up a larger part of the words in summaries, compared to non-summary sentences. Therefore, we anticipated a higher name density in the shorter content descriptive text in the metadata records than in the subtitles, but the difference was even larger than expected. The data reported in this paper support the assumption that NEs should play an important role in descriptive metadata and knowledge organization systems.
Automatic extraction of NEs from subtitles
This paper seeks to investigate the underlying support for automatically extracting salient NEs from subtitles for programs where no descriptive metadata exists. The following calculations are based on the notion that NEs in the metadata records have been chosen by the indexers because they are the most salient NEs as content descriptors for that particular program.
All the annotated NEs from subtitles and metadata were manually compared with each other so that it was possible to match NEs with different name forms, parts of names, abbreviations and misspellings. In this chart, only unique NEs are counted. Multiple mentions of the same NE are only counted as one. Figure 3 shows that 38% of the NEs used in the metadata descriptions of the news programs are present in the programs subtitles. Thirty-two percentage of the NEs in metadata for literature programs and 21% of the NEs in metadata for talk shows are possible to extract from subtitles from these programs. This means that a substantial amount of NEs in the metadata records cannot be extracted from the subtitles. Different categories of NEs were more prominent for the different genres. What is interesting in this chart is the general pattern of a better match between NEs in metadata and subtitles for news stories than for talk shows and literature programs. In this data collection, we see that 64% of the personal names needed to describe news programs in the metadata records were also present in the subtitles for the programs, compared to 40% for talk shows and literature programs. Thirty-four percentage of the locations that librarians found it necessary to refer to in order to describe the news stories could have been extracted from the subtitles, while the subtitles for talk shows would be a bad source for this information, containing only 5% of the essential names of locations. When we examine all the NEs present in subtitles, as shown in Fig. 4 , we see that indexers have considered 50% of the NEs from news and literature subtitles to be salient as content descriptors. For talk shows, the total is 30%, and it is clear that there is a big difference between the language used by the program itself and the words used to describe the program in the metadata. The long-term goal for this research is to enable automatic extraction of the salient NEs, and this chart shows that NEs of certain entity types are more prone to be salient than others, like events, locations and organizations for news. Compared with the other entity types, the categories event and other consist of few actual NEs, which can cause each NE to have a big impact on those categories in this chart.
From earlier research that primarily has focused on news text, we know that the categories person, location and organization are important. This chart tells us that different NEs are important in literature programs. Of all the organizations mentioned in the literature programs, a lower percentage was used to describe the program in the metadata than what was the case for news programs and talk shows. Creative work, a category that contains titles for books, movies and other creative works, is much more important in literature programs. In this chart, we see that 42% of all creative works mentioned in the program also were present in the programs' metadata. The combination of entity type and genre can be used to predict the salience of a given NE to some extent, but it is not enough to draw conclusions. Of all the creative works mentioned in the program, we can assume that approximately 40% should be used in the metadata description, but how can we tell which ones that should be chosen? The frequency of how many times a NE is mentioned in the subtitles could provide valuable information.
Frequency as indicator of salience
In information retrieval, tf -idf, short for term frequency-inverse document frequency, is a numerical statistic widely used to determine how relevant a word is to a document in a collection. If a word is frequently used in a document, but not in the collection as a whole, that document will be regarded as the most relevant result for a search for that word. Because frequency is used by search engines as an expression for salience, it is interesting to investigate the impact of high-frequency and low-frequency NEs from the subtitles on the metadata records. One of the objectives of the current study is to determine whether frequency is an important factor. In a preliminary analysis of a smaller subset of the annotated data, Husevåg [46] showed that NEs that were mentioned three times or more in the subtitles were more likely to also be present in the metadata.
In a larger data set where the analyzed texts have different lengths, it is more difficult to set a threshold for salience at an exact number. Table 1 shows the relationship between frequency of NE in subtitles and their presence in metadata.
This table shows the percentage of NEs from subtitles also present in metadata records, arranged according to frequency in the subtitles. For NEs mentioned more than seven times in the subtitles, the numbers are so low that coincidences may have a big impact on the results. This is also to some extent the case for the figures presented for the news genre. This table shows a clear trend of increasing presence in the metadata for NEs with higher frequency in the subtitles, with a substantial difference between a frequency of one or two.
The most striking result to emerge from Table 1 and Figs. 3 and 4 is that NEs in subtitles for talk shows seem to be less salient as content descriptors than NEs in other genres. This result may be attributed to the casual conversations in this genre, where names and places might be mentioned only in passing.
Conclusions and recommendations for further work
NRK's archived materials are becoming increasingly available online. NRK has made a major digitization effort to make Norwegian cultural heritage from the last century of radio and TV available to the public. This gives Norwegians the opportunity to relive nostalgic moments, and for new generations to take part in historical experiences. This, however, presupposes that the users are able to find specific items. It is impossible to manually go through and index all the digitized material, but the use of new technology can provide indexers with a tool to automatically locate indexable entities and facilitate information retrieval. This paper has analyzed subtitles and metadata records from different TV programs. Compared to earlier research on NER on Norwegian text, this paper shows similar findings with respect to entity types and name density for news text. Personal names, geographical names and names of organizations were the most prominent entity types both in the news subtitles and news metadata in this paper, and in the newspaper articles in [8] . The analysis suggests that entities of the entity types person, creative work and location are important as salient content descriptors of culture programs. Another important finding was that the density of NEs in metadata records is much higher than the NE density in subtitles, implying that NEs are suitable words to describe this kind of material. This finding is coherent with findings from book indexes which have an even higher density of NEs. Compared to studies of English texts, Norwegian texts have a significant lower name density: 4-6% for non-fiction texts including news, compared to 11.4% and 11.7% in English non-summary news texts [44, 45] . The descriptive texts in the Norwegian metadata records presented in this paper have an average NE density of 21-39%, which is higher than the news-article summaries in [45] , where NEs represented 16.3% of the text.
User studies on multimedia collections reveal that named people, events, organizations, works and locations are common search requests, and that further development of indexing procedures is needed in order to be able to respond to these requests [14] . Recognition of NEs in subtitles is a possible solution to this challenge. This study found that 38% of the NEs used in the manually examined metadata descriptions of news stories could be found in the programs subtitles, and 32% for literature programs. For talk shows, only 21% of the NEs in the metadata records could be extracted from the subtitles.
These findings are rather disappointing, and show that even with manual corrections of misspellings and different name forms, it is not possible to extract all the NEs that have been registered in the metadata records from the subtitles. This is consistent with results of Boer et al. who found that recall in their study was rather low as professional archivists label content with some labels that are not found by the automatic approach. They also found that term extraction from subtitles was most successful for news-type titles and other often-occurring program types (e.g., sports shows) [39] . The results from the current study cannot be directly compared to the findings in Boer et al. due to different outcome measures, but their accuracy levels of 0.75 were more in line with what could be expected than the results presented in this paper. The difference between expected and obtained results may be due to the content and the quality of the metadata records. Further research should be done to investigate the metadata records, to determine if the NEs mentioned are directly related to the content of the program, or if they also contain information about production staff and copyright holders that will be of little interest to the average user. This paper has examined the significance of frequency of NEs mentioned in subtitles. The results show that NEs with higher frequency in the subtitles are more likely to be present in the metadata records. The prevalence of NEs in metadata increases in accordance with the frequency in the subtitles, with a substantial difference between a frequency of one or two. Further analysis revealed that NEs that are mentioned one, two or three times in a talk show seem to be considered as less salient than NEs in other genres with similar frequency.
This study set out to explore the potential usefulness of indexing based on NER in subtitles. The study was designed to give an account of features that can be used to select and extract NEs that will be salient as content descriptors for culture programs from subtitles. If successful, this could be a cost-effective method to enhance precision and recall in retrieval of TV programs. The results of this investigation show that it is not possible to recreate all the NEs in the manually created metadata records by applying NER and automatic methods to the subtitles, but it is possible to find a large subset of NEs for some NE categories in certain genres. The results reported in this paper show that subtitles are a good source for personal names for all genres, and for creative works in literature programs. The study has gone some way toward enhancing our understanding of the importance of document genres, entity categories and frequencies to determine the salience of a given NE, but further work needs to be done to establish whether the NEs missing in the subtitles are important content descriptors. An important issue that was not addressed in this study, was the needs and behavior of users. It is recommended that further research be undertaken to compare search terms from actual users with the terms found in subtitles to get a more complete comprehension of the NEs potential to improve retrieval.
